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Commercial, social, and experiential convergence: Fashion’s third places
Purpose 
This paper examines the third-place phenomenon, within a fashion context, through the 
theoretical lens of servicescape and experiential retailing. It identifies third places’ 
typologies, evolution, and adoption and explores the opportunities third places offer to 
retailers when attempting to connect better with consumers.
Design/methodology/approach 
Taking a qualitative approach, research was conducted using secondary data sources, 
observation of 98 retail stores, and the shopping-with-consumers technique with 42 
informants. Manual thematic analysis and magnitude coding was conducted.
Findings 
Third-place fashion practices are prevalent and growing. Their predominant functions 
include sociability, experiential, restorative, and commercial. Variances inherent in third 
places are expounded and a third-place-dimensions model proposed. 
Research limitations/implications 
Due to the chosen research approach, the results are limited in terms of generalizability to 
other settings. Several research directions are elucidated, including: exploration of 
fashion third places on consumers’ place attachment within specific sectors; the impact of 
differing age, gender, and geographies on third place meaning; virtual and hybrid forms; 
retailer motivations; and third-place alliances. 
Practical implications 
The preliminary study serves to support managers to understand how consumers perceive 
and experience the fashion third place and the potential of the third-place to enhance 
consumer engagement.
Originality/value 
The research makes a valuable contribution to the dearth of extant literature on third 
place within the fashion field. It offers a new theoretical perspective on form, function, 
and benefits of third places as a conduit of social-, experiential-, and commercial-
experience consumption.
Keywords: Third place, Servicescape, Customer experience, Fashion, Retail, Loyalty
Article type: Research paper
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1. Introduction
This paper examines the burgeoning concept of third places as commercial, cultural, and 
experiential places that provide social interaction outside of home and work, within a 
fashion context. It identifies third places’ typologies, evolution, and increasing adoption by 
fashion-retail brands. It explores the opportunities third places offer to fashion 
organizations when attempting to connect better and engage with contemporary 
consumers. 
Digital technologies are transforming retail with the traditional notion of retail place being 
disrupted within a consumer centric, omnichannel environment (Grewal et al., 2017; 
Lemon and Verhoef, 2016). Whilst experts originally argued that physical retail would be 
diminished or even displaced by online, it is now broadly accepted that the physical store 
plays a crucial role within the connected shopping experience. The increasing demands of 
online and empowered consumers, however, has created seismic shifts in the form and 
function of the retail servicescapes (Alexander and Kent, 2016). With the proliferation of 
digital touchpoints, channels, and media, retailers are fighting to be seen and heard by 
consumers with shortening attention spans (Lemon and Verhoef, 2016; Szymanska et al., 
2017). Thus, innovative, value-adding experiences have grown in prominence, offering 
customers compelling reasons to patronize retailers’ physical places. Creating social, not 
just economic, value is becoming a requirement, exemplified by initiatives such as 
Lululemon’s mindfulness spaces, Apple’s “Town Squares” stores, and M&S’s “Frazzled 
café” (Gay, 2017; Marian, 2018; Saunter, 2018). Retail success is being redefined by those 
who offer transformative experiences. As Stephens (2018 p.1) asserted, “In a world where 
almost every aspect of our lives is somehow tethered to technology, experiences that 
engage our bodies, our senses and our souls are at a premium. Digital is what we’ve become 
but visceral is what we crave.” Whilst retailer practices of experimenting with experiential 
retail are common and growing, they have received little scholarly attention (Khan and 
Rahman, 2016; Manlow and Nobbs, 2013). Within this experiential servicescape domain, 
this paper will explain and empirically explore the prevalence and opportunities of third 
places, providing theoretical and managerial implications.
The concept of the third place was introduced by sociologist Oldenburg (1989, p. 2) as “a 
setting beyond home and work” (the first and second places, respectively). Whilst extant 
studies have focused on third places’ typologies (Crick, 2011), meaning, and attachment to 
and impact on brand–consumer relationships (Rosenbaum, 2006; Waxman, 2006), these 
studies have usually been restricted to libraries, bookshops, pubs/wine bars, coffee shops, 
shopping malls, health centers, virtual social networks, and, more recently, arts contexts 
(Debenedetti et al., 2014; Fialkoff, 2010; Goode and Anderson, 2015; Jeffres et al., 2009; 
Johnson, 2010; Laing and Royle, 2013; Lawson, 2004; Rosenbaum, 2006; Rosenbaum and 
Smallwood, 2013; Slater and Koo, 2010; Soukup, 2006; Thompson and Arsel, 2004; 
Waxman et al., 2007). They have also been studied in the context of more marginalized 
consumer groups (e.g. elderly, vulnerable, disabled) (Johnstone, 2012; Meshram and 
O’Cass, 2013; Rosenbaum, 2009; Rosenbaum et al., 2007). Whilst Manlow and Nobbs 
(2013) extrapolated third place’s form and function within luxury flagship stores, their 
approach was limited to store managers’ perspectives only. To the authors’ knowledge, no 
studies have investigated the fashion-retail context more broadly to explore the third-place 
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phenomenon from a consumer standpoint.
First, this paper examines extant third-place typologies and their application by fashion 
retailers. It thus provides a historical context to the traditional third-place concept 
(Oldenburg, 1989) and the shift to what Mikunda (2007) referred to as a more experiential 
third place, encompassed and contextualized within Pine and Gilmore’s (2011) realms of 
experience theory. Second, the paper analyses the meanings ascribed to fashion’s third 
places by consumers and how they use and interact with them within fashion-retail 
environments. Third, it seeks to identify the functional and emotional benefits of third 
places by exploring the applicability of Rosenbaum’s (2006) proposed types of consumer 
loyalty arising from patronizing them. This study focuses on fashion-retail environments 
to examine third-place qualities, a sector and phenomenon that has received little scholarly 
attention, yet is increasingly recognized within popular and trade publications (Bell, 2015; 
Manlow and Nobbs; 2013; Saunter, 2015). This research diverges from extant literature by 
firmly cementing third place within the realm of experiential servicescape discourse, 
arguing that fashion consumers demand immersive experiences that engage them on an 
emotional, physical, intellectual, or spiritual level (Kim et al., 2007; Pine and Gilmore, 
2011). In an increasingly consumer-centric, competitive, and digitally driven fashion-retail 
landscape, the necessity to emotionally connect with consumers in physical environments 
has never been greater (Brakus et al., 2009; Ellis, 2014); this study suggests the adoption 
of retail third places is one way of facilitating this. 
The first section of this paper presents an overview of the literature on servicescapes, third 
places, and experiential retailing. This is followed by an analysis of empirical exploratory 
research leading to a discussion of the qualitative findings and their theoretical and 
managerial implications.
2. Theoretical background 
Since Bitner’s (1992) seminal study, marketing theorists have universally recognized the 
importance of “servicescape,” i.e. the impact of physical surroundings on customers when 
facilitating service offerings (Meshram and O’Cass, 2013). Much extant literature centers 
on atmospherics rather than the notion of place or tangible aspects of servicescape that help 
deliver customer experience (Rosenbaum, 2006). This is important when contextualized 
within the shift from product- to service-dominant logic, in which customers co-create in 
a company’s value offering (Prahalad and Ramaswamy, 2004; Vargo and Lusch, 2008). 
This study therefore explores the notion of physical place as “lived experience” 
(Rosenbaum, 2006), through the context of the third place, situated within the broader 
experiential servicescape domain as a way to generate and amplify the customer 
experience.
2.1 Servicescapes
Within the marketing discipline, many studies have explained why people form store 
preferences (e.g. Darden and Babin, 1994; Johnstone, 2012); however, the consumer’s 
relationship with “servicescapes” is less developed (Johnstone, 2012; Rosenbaum, 2006). 
This term may also be used interchangeably with “retail environment,” which can be 
defined as a place where goods and services are directly sold to the final customer 
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(Johnstone and Todd, 2012; Kotler, 1973). Many marketing studies domain are restricted 
to the stimulus‒response aspects of the retail environment; for example, Mehrabian and 
Russell (1974), Donovan and Rossiter (1982), and Turley and Milliman (2000) asserted 
that customers respond to places with approach and avoidance (approach includes positive 
behaviors such as enjoyment and desire to stay, while avoidance reflects the opposite) and 
that these behaviors are influenced by perceptions of the environment, which, in turn, can 
influence their cognitive emotional and physiological response. Whilst extensive research 
has been dedicated to behavioral perspectives, the retail environment’s social nature has 
received less attention (Johnstone, 2012; Johnstone et al., 2006; Rosenbaum, 2006, Tombs 
and McColl-Kennedy, 2003). Some sociologists argue that the retail environment is 
predominantly a social setting, with Johnstone (2012) claiming that the reasons consumers 
become attached to physical places extend beyond the physical characteristics, product 
offer, or level of service provided, giving credence to the importance of the social context 
in which servicescapes are consumed. 
Bennett and Bennett (1970, cited by Bitner, 1992), posited that the physical environment 
affects the nature, duration, and progression of social interaction. Johnstone (2012) 
recognized that place is a social construct and that the servicescape is molded by the people 
occupying it, suggesting that retail managers cannot assume total ownership of this space, 
since it is the consumer who ascribes meaning to it. The importance afforded to the social 
dimension chimes with Simmel’s (1949) earlier study, highlighting the significance of 
sociability and social engagement amongst people through places and spatial settings, and 
is situated within the broader place-related identity construct (Johnstone et al., 2006; Lalli, 
1992). Sherry (1998) posited that servicescapes are the co-creation of designer, marketer, 
and consumer; however, within a retail context, less is known about how consumers use 
and assign meanings to social space, thus differentiating between space and place: space 
being the physical environment; and place the aura that we assign to space (Johnstone et 
al., 2006; Tuan, 2001). This notion of how people consume space and their relationship 
with place was expounded by Oldenburg and Brissett (1982) in their conception of the third 
place, discussed in the next section.
2.2 The third place within retail environments
Oldenburg’s (1999) conceptualization of third places as service settings that provide 
customers with an opportunity to commune, socially interact, and foster relationships is 
related to the social construction of place (Johnstone, 2012), providing spatial boundaries 
that bring people together with a desire to socialize and develop place associations 
(Oldenburg and Brisset, 1982). He conceived third place as somewhere that is not home, 
the first place, or work, the second place, but as a comfortable space to browse, relax, and 
meet people. Defining it as “public places that host the regular, voluntary, informal, and 
happily anticipated gatherings of individuals beyond the realm of home and work” 
(Oldenburg, 1999, p. 16), it can include outdoor markets, bookstores, garden stores, gyms, 
and pubs. Social scientists have explored third places’ purpose (Oldenburg, 1999, 2002), 
function (Debenedetti et al., 2014; Oldenburg 1999; Oldenburg and Brissett, 1982), 
meaning (Rosenbaum, 2006, 2009; Rosenbaum et al., 2007; Waxman, 2006), benefits 
(Johnstone, 2012; Rosenbaum, 2006; Rosenbaum et al., 2007), and adoption (Goode and 
Anderson, 2015; Johnson, 2010; Laing and Royle, 2013; Lawson, 2004; Rosenbaum, 2006; 
Page 4 of 46Journal of Services Marketing
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Waxman, et al. 2007), yet these studies tend to be limited in venue variety (Fialkoff, 2010; 
Goode and Anderson, 2015; Jeffres et al., 2009; Johnson, 2010; Waxman, et al. 2007; 
Laing and Royle, 2013; Lawson, 2004; Lin, 2012; Rosenbaum, 2006; Thompson and Arsel, 
2004; Rosenbaum and Smallwood, 2013; Rosenbaum et al., 2016 Slater and Koo, 2010; 
Soukup, 2006). Others are restricted to more marginalized consumer groups like the 
elderly, vulnerable, and disabled (Johnstone, 2012; Meshram and O’Cass, 2013; 
Rosenbaum, 2007; Rosenbaum et al., 2009). Moreover, these studies draw upon 
Oldenburg’s (1989) original conceptualization of third place, without recognizing its 
evolution, which warrants further explanation.  
2.3 Evolution of third places’ form and function 
Classifying third places, Crick (2011) claimed that definitions of home and work have 
changed due to the proliferation of information technologies that facilitate working at any 
time and place; thus, the concept and meaning of a third place has evolved from 
Oldenburg’s (1989) definition. This paper adopts Crick’s (2011) four third-place 
typologies as new forms of space: traditional; commercial; spectacular; and virtual 
(including hybrids thereof). Figure 1 represents the key third-place forms and functions.
<<Figure 1>>
2.3.1 Traditional third places
Interactions in third places are characterized by inclusion, democratic conversation, and 
pure sociability (Oldenburg and Brissett, 1982; Simmel, 1949). A third place serves as an 
anchor of community life, distinctive and informal, where people feel at home. They are 
appropriated by people as their own, nourishing relationships and shared experience. They 
offer a place to assemble, become familiar, and be playful, where conversation freely takes 
place and the existence of flow (complete immer ion) can be present (Csikszentmihalyi, 
1975). They provide possibilities for serendipity, companionship, and relaxation (Lawson, 
2004); collectively, they create opportunities for the development of place association and 
attachment (Oldenburg and Brissett, 1982; Waxman et al., 2007). 
2.3.2 Commercial third places
Commercial third places are designed to proactively attract customers, understand their 
behavior, and increase the time and money spent in store (Crick, 2011). Starbucks typifies 
this typology as a place for casual social interaction (Crick, 2011; Lin, 2012). Similarly, 
bookstores have come to exemplify commercial third places; by presenting a lifestyle 
environment, they successfully generate more comfortable and less intimidating spaces to 
dwell and, in doing so, promote a sense of community (Laing and Royle, 2006). One of 
this typology’s key differences is that it enables choice in whether to connect with others 
or not – what the author terms “connected aloofness” (Crick, 2011).
2.3.3 Spectacular third places
Traditional third places, i.e. a homely environment, contrast with the more experiential, 
“spectacular” staged spaces, which may be temporary in nature, and fulfil consumers’ 
emotional and consumption needs (Mikunda, 2007). Mikunda (2007) conceived four 
functions for this typology: landmarks (that attract attention); malling (encouraging 
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browsing); concept-specific; and magnetic (must-see) places that attract consumers. He 
cited museums, concept stores, and fairs as examples because they are places where people 
feel momentarily at home and can consume and reconnect emotionally; seemingly, the 
antithesis of Oldenburg’s understated third place (Crick, 2011). 
2.3.4 Virtual third places
Digital disruption has given rise to the virtual third place (Crick, 2011; Klang and Olsson 
1999), where a network of like-minded individuals converge in a virtual environment to 
converse. Consequently, place shifts from being conceived through its physical dimensions 
to a virtual one. Crick (2011) inferred that this form most resembles Oldenburg’s traditional 
third place: both involve regulars on neutral ground and with shared common interests. As 
the focus of this paper is on physical spaces, virtual third places will be studied within the 
retail context only.
Together, these definitions of the forms of third place represent a shift from a focus on 
community and sociability to commerce and consumption (Nobbs, 2014). It is therefore 
interesting to explore which types are most prevalent within fashion retail and if, how, and 
why these places are meaningful to consumers. These third-place forms, however, are not 
discrete entities and are likely to converge (Crick, 2011). Therefore, the fifth form – hybrid 
– will also be included in this study. 
2.4 Benefits of third places
Much has been studied on: the relaxation, restorative, and socializing benefits of third 
places within servicescapes with the potential to enhance consumer well-being (Laing and 
Royle, 2013; Meshram and O’Cass, 2013; Oldenburg, 1999; Oldenburg and Brissett, 1982; 
Rosenbaum, 2009; Rosenbaum et al., 2016); the ability to induce and enrich communitas 
(Goode and Anderson, 2015; Johnstone, 2012; Rosenbaum and Smallwood, 2013; 
Waxman et al., 2007); person‒place relationships arising from third-place adoption (Laing 
and Royle, 2013; Oldenburg and Brissett, 1982; Waxman et al., 2007); the potential 
economic benefits to retailers (Laing and Royle, 2013); and the advantages offline has over 
online retailers in showcasing third places (Laing and Royle, 2013). Rosenbaum (2006) 
proposed a framework that supports a relational third-place theory, showing a positive 
relationship between the social supportive role of third places and customer loyalty to them. 
He posited three types of loyalty: cognitive; community; and ultimate. Customers will 
develop cognitive loyalty when third places have a practical meaning by meeting their core 
needs. Community loyalty thrives when third places assume meaning as places to gather. 
Ultimate loyalty occurs when third places become like home and meet consumers’ 
emotional needs. However, whilst their potential to create loyalty is acknowledged, Crick 
(2011) asserted that third places must go beyond this and encourage economic value, 
contradicting Oldenburg’s (1989) original notion. Whilst within the current competitive 
landscape, the merits of third places to physical settings in the co-creation of experiential 
value may be obvious, a key trade-off is the associated cost and risk in displacing traditional 
selling space to third places within commercial settings (Goode and Anderson, 2015; 
Nobbs, 2014). Thus, consumer benefits ensuing from the appropriation of third places will 
be explored to advance our understanding of third-place consumption and the implications 
for servicescape providers.
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2.5 Third places within experiential marketing
It is widely recognized that retailers create value not merely from the benefits of a purchase 
but also from the experiential consumption, regardless of whether it leads to purchase or 
not (Bitner, 1992; Carbone and Haeckel, 1994; Carù and Cova, 2003; Gentile et al., 2007; 
Holbrook and Hirschman, 1982; Kent, 2007; Kotler, 1973; Schmitt, 1999; Verhoef et al., 
2009). The experiential perspective is particularly compelling in marketing theory because 
consumers form emotional links with their environments based upon their experiences with 
them (Johnstone et al., 2006) and experiences are shaped by social activities. An 
understanding of the experiential nature of consumption may therefore reveal why 
consumers patronize specific servicescapes and attach meaning to them. Retailers generally 
acknowledge experience as a critical component in emotionally connecting and engaging 
with customers whilst driving competitive advantage (Brakus et al., 2009; Mehrabian and 
Russell, 1974; Stein and Ramaseshan, 2016). Pine and Gilmore (1999, 2011) argued that 
consumers’ search for meaning goes beyond merely product and service consumption and 
that memory-making sh uld be central to experience. Customer experience is widely 
accepted as the response consumers have to an encounter with a retail brand (Lemke et al., 
2011; Stein and Ramaseshan, 2016; Verhoef et al., 2009), with Pine and Gilmore (1999, p. 
99) giving credence to the personal, subjective nature of experiences that are “inherently 
personal existing only in the mind of an individual who has been engaged on an emotional, 
physical, intellectual or even spiritual level.” Their “realms-of-experience” model 
embodies these responses, which attempt to categorize four experiences based on the level 
of customer involvement and participation (Figure 2). This paper applies Pine and 
Gilmore’s (2011) experience typologies to fashion third places and, in doing so, attempts 
to merge experiential servicescape and third-place theory to contribute to this nascent and 
novel research field (Crick, 2011; Khan and Rahman, 2016; Lemon and Verhoef, 2016; 
Schmitt and Zarantonello, 2015).
<<Figure 2>>
The provision for consumption, experience, and sociability within one retail environment, 
expressed as a third place, is recognized as desirable and practical for consumers (Gay, 
2017; Nobbs, 2014; Saunter, 2015; Szymanska et al., 2017). Examples of third-place 
practices in fashion stores are diverse (see Table I) according to Crick’s (2011) third-place 
and Pine and Gilmore’s (2011) experience typologies.
<<Table I>>
Adopting a multidisciplinary approach, this study aims to gain a deeper understanding of 
the significance and impact of third places in fashion-retail settings and how these places 
might be leveraged by fashion retailers to better connect and engage with consumers. This 
involved three stages, linked to research objectives: a systematic literature review, in which 
theories of third place, servicescape, and experiential marketing are linked to better 
understand how the retail environment contributes to customer experience; longitudinal 
observation to track the significance and impact of third places within fashion-retail 
servicescapes; and explicating the opportunities third places offer fashion organizations to 
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facilitate customer-experience enhancement (involving consumer  research). This responds 
to Manlow and Nobbs’s (2016) and Crick’s (2011) calls for further research into third 
places from a consumer perspective. The research questions (RQs) guiding the study are 
as follows:
RQ1. How prevalent are third places within fashion-retail settings?
RQ2. How do consumers perceive the different forms and functions of fashion third 
places?
RQ3. How do fashion third places enhance customer experience?
RQ4. How and why are fashion third places meaningful to consumers?
RQ5. What engagement opportunities do third places offer to fashion retailers, from a 
consumer perspective?
3. Methodology
As this study was interested in consumers’ experiences in the retail servicescape, an 
interpretivist exploratory perspective was adopted and qualitative methods were used. The 
benefit of qualitative research is that it enables participants to provide in-depth information 
and evidences rationale for perspectives and actions that would be difficult to achieve were 
a quantitative research method employed (Denzin and Lincoln, 2005). 
Fashion, the study’s chosen domain, is defined as comprising footwear, men’s, women’s, 
and children’s clothing, sportswear, beauty, jewelry, accessories, luggage and bags, hair 
products, and lingerie, both in luxury to discount value segments (British Fashion Council, 
2016, Business of Fashion [BoF] and McKinsey, 2018). Directly contributing c. 2% to UK 
GDP, this sector is considered on a par with other major economic sectors (British Fashion 
Council, 2015). UK clothing retail [sales value £57.7bn in 2017 (Mintel, 2017)] forms the 
scope of this study. 
It was important to achieve a broad perspective of third-place activity in physical fashion 
stores across different market segments to track and assess variance in third-space activity. 
Today, consumers shop across market levels, which are often interconnected by brand 
diffusions and transient because of brand collaborations; therefore, defining fashion-
market segments precisely is a challenge (BoF and McKinsey, 2017; Jackson and Shaw, 
2009; Mintel, 2017). This study, therefore, adopted McKinsey‒BoF’s sales price index to 
classify retailers into mass, mid, and luxury fashion segments. A retailer database 
developed by the author between 2015 and 2018 was based on a systematic review of trade 
and newspaper articles, together with trade association and consultancy fashion retailer 
listings (e.g. Mintel, BoF, Drapers, FashionUnited). The retailer database was categorized 
according to a range of prices for a standard product basket, leading to the following 
segment descriptors being deduced for this study:
 Mass-market: affordably priced products for a broad consumer base (including 
value and high-street multiple retailers, e.g. Primark, Zara).
 Mid-market: mid-range retailers with neither very affordable nor very expensive 
products for a mainstream consumer base (includes premium retailers, e.g. Nike, 
COS).
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 Luxury-market: expensively priced products for a narrower consumer base 
(includes affordable luxury, e.g. Coach, Gucci) (BoF and McKinsey, 2017; Mintel, 
2017; Stevens, 2017) (see the Appendix for the full retailer list). 
The research combined direct store observations and the shopping-with-consumers (SWC) 
technique (Lowrey et al., 2005; Silberer and Wang, 2009). Adopting a quasi-ethnographic 
approach to how things work in situ (Watson, 2011) provided opportunities to study the 
complex, interactive, and personal nature of the experience inside the store (Tashakkori 
and Teddlie, 2010). Quasi- or audience-ethnography methods have been increasingly used 
by marketeers and commercial researchers to develop a “thick description” of the lived 
experience of consumers and to overcome the problem of respondents not always reporting 
accurately what they do, which can be associated with other methods (Elliot and Jankel-
Elliot, 2003). The importance of ethnographical approaches in management research is 
increasingly acknowledged, with the main forms of data collection usually observation and 
interviews (Agafonoff, 2006; Goulding, 2005). In this study, it provided the opportunity to 
visit retail locations to understand how fashion retailers across market levels utilize third 
places and to explore consumer perceptions, usage, and loyalty towards fashion third places 
using observation and interview techniques simultaneously. Adopting a longitudinal 
approach, data were collected systematically over a one-month period in both 2016 and 
2018 to trace and assess any changes in third-place adoption and consumer response. 
Triangulation enabled cross-checking of the qualitative data, giving greater validity and a 
more comprehensive understanding of the phenomena (Denzin, 1978; Jonsen and Jehn, 
2009). Secondary research underpinned the research methodology in two ways: it 
orientated the retailer-sample selection and allowed structuring the research protocol and 
specifying the constructs identified as relevant in terms of empirical observations and 
interview questions. The research comprised two phases, executed sequentially.
3.1 Phase one 
To observe the third-place practices among fashion retailers, the author selected the retailer 
sample without prior assumption that these retailers have already had third-places 
established within their stores. The sample was purposively selected, based on the 
following criteria: clothing retailers operating in mass, mid, and luxury segments; and 
London-based in key designated fashion locations (e.g. Oxford Street, Regent Street, 
Mayfair, Covent Garden). A total of 98 fashion retail environments were observed [mass 
(22), mid (37), and luxury (39)] to ascertain third-place prevalence, types of third places, 
consumption, social and experiential aspects of third places, and observation of consumer 
interaction with third places offered. As the objectives were to ascertain the prevalence of 
third places across the sector (RQ1), their forms (RQ2), and any associated change over 
time, the retailers observed did not need to contain a third place to be included in the study. 
Pictures were taken of each third place observed to act as an aide-memoire for interviewees 
in phase two (Parker, 2009). The retailer sample remained consistent over the research 
period to ensure standardization of data collection and analysis (except for those that had 
closed down). 
Store observations in phase one resulted in the identification of stores with third places. 
These stores were used in phase two, which spanned over two years. In this phase, 42 
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consumers were enlisted (2016 and 2018 combined), to take part in the SWC technique 
(Lowrey et al., 2005; Silberer and Wang, 2009). The method has been used extensively 
since the 1990s to elicit rich data sets and illuminate consumer shopping behavior and 
experiences in specific contexts (Lowrey et al., 2005). Consumers were selected using 
convenience and snowball sampling according to the following criteria: aged 18+; had 
purchased clothing in the last three months; and were willing to volunteer up to two hours 
of their time. Refreshments were offered as an incentive to recruit volunteers. Email was 
used to screen potential informants against the criteria. Due to the two-year period of study, 
participating consumers differed. The resulting consumer profile comprised 42 informants 
(22, 2016; 20, 2018), 34 female and 8 male, and 21‒41 years of age (mean age 28). 
Regarding occupation, 27 were students and 15 were in employment (e.g. creative, 
marketing, retail, and management roles). All lived in London and showed a relatively high 
frequency of fashion-purchase consumption, ranging from weekly to every three months. 
Due to the longitudinal and qualitative nature of this study, the sample size was deemed 
acceptable (Patton, 2002; Silverman, 2014). 
3.2 Phase two
The SWC comprised three parts. The first involved a one-to-one pre-interview at a pre-
determined location (e.g. café near to the stores) to build rapport with the researcher, 
explain the purpose and mechanics of the study (e.g. taking field notes during the trips, the 
use of prompting to elicit in-situ response, etc.), and specifically ascertain consumers’ 
propensity to purchase fashion, their familiarity with the sample retailers, and to explore 
their notion of third place. This was followed by participant observation of the retail 
environments, which sought to gain informant insight on third-place forms and function 
and their impressions and interactions with them (RQ2). All were offered an explanation 
of third places prior to commencing to ensure a baseline understanding. Probing was used 
to elicit deeper insight. Informants were asked to visit up to five retailers from the same 
market segment successively; limiting the number helped minimize fatigue (Lowrey et al., 
2005). A total of 42 retail trips were made with 42 individual informants, to the same 98 
clothing stores over the two-year period. Field notes were taken, capturing informant 
interactions with the third places and their opinions (including their body language and 
facial expressions). Finally, a post-interview validated the qualities and behaviors observed 
and specifically garnered consumer perceptions of the consumption, social, and 
experiential aspects of the third places (RQ3), their emotional responses and loyalty 
impact, i.e. assess third-place meaning for consumers (RQ4). Photo-elicitation was used, 
where necessary, during the interviews to remind and evoke participants to think more 
deeply about the third places they visited (Heisley and Levy, 1991; Johnstone and Todd, 
2012). The benefits of SWC are widely acknowledged; by combining methods, it 
invigorates each technique used, allowing the research to observe actual behavior and then 
clarify the interpretation of that behavior through the interview. The method hastens trust 
between researcher and informant and enables additional insights to emerge than through 
passive observation or interviews in isolation and generates a rich variety of text, especially 
within retail-experience contexts (Lowrey et al., 2005). Table II depicts the retailer and 
consumer sample over the time period of study.
<<Table II>>
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Field notes were taken and interviews audio recorded, from which full transcripts were 
developed. Thematic analysis was predominantly applied, recognized as appropriate for all 
qualitative studies (Saldana, 2016). Themes arising were identified, analyzed, and 
categorized, and relationships between themes were identified and key quotes added to 
gain interpretive understanding (Miles and Huberman, 2013; Saldana, 2016; Silverman, 
2014). Thematic analysis was supplemented with magnitude coding, considered 
appropriate for descriptive qualitative social-science studies, to present frequency or 
percentage information and add “texture to (thematic) categories” (Saldana, 2016, p. 86). 
Magnitude coding offers the possibility of “quantitizing” qualitative data; it is difficult to 
avoid quantitative representation in qualitative research (e.g. with phrases like “most 
participants”) (Saldana, 2016). Magnitude codes are therefore represented as frequency 
tables and word-clouds for at-a-glance analysis within the next section alongside the 
theoretical constructs derived from the thematic analysis (Miles et al., 2014). Collectively, 
the findings assist in inferring what opportunities third places offer to fashion retailers 
(RQ5).
4. Findings and discussion
4.1 Prevalence of third places within fashion-retail settings 
A total of 23 (out of 98) in 2016 and 30 (out of 95) in 2018 fashion brand stores were 
observed as possessing a third place, showing an adoption increase of 30.4% over the 
period. According to Crick’s (2011) third-place taxonomy framework, between one and 
five third places within the one retail setting were observed (Topshop had the most). In 
total, 40 third places were observed in 2016, compared to 53 in 2018: a 32.5% increase. 
These findings reinforce the strategic relevance and importance of third places to fashion 
retailers. They were most widespread in the mid and luxury markets where brand prestige, 
distinction, and relationship are acknowledged as important (Nobbs, 2014). Table III 
displays the prevalence of fashion third places 2016-2018. It is interesting to note the 
within-market levels of change in third place usage; a minimal increase in the mass market 
and slight reduction in the mid-market. However, the luxury market saw the biggest 
increase (from eight in 2016 to 22 in 2018) and in the number of stores hosting them (from 
five to 12). 
<<Table III>>
4.2 Form and function of third places adopted by fashion retailers
All five forms of Crick’s (2011) third-place typology were identified through the store 
observations, with traditional and commercial third places most dominant and significantly 
increasing over the study period. This correlates with the growth in the café format and 
more transactional service-based third places being available (see Table IV). These are 
places for community, conversation, and casual social interaction that attract customers 
and increase dwell time, according to academic (Oldenburg, 1999; Crick, 2011) and 
practitioner literature (Saunter, 2015; Szymanska et al., 2017). The spectacular form 
marginally increased (one to four counts), e.g. Galeria Melissa, LNCC, Chanel, manifested 
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in exhibition and music spaces. This suggests further opportunities exist to develop more 
experientially based third places to trigger emotional connections (Mikunda, 2007). Virtual 
(technology-based) forms were limited to touch screens, providing little opportunity to 
fully converge and converse virtually within the retail environment; they declined over the 
period of study (four to two counts). This insight was strengthened in the SWC findings, 
with an overriding recognition that third places were about relaxation (“a place to relax,” 
“unwind,” “escape the daily routine”). The tech lounges observed, however, do point to the 
emergence of the hybrid third place and, by converging forms, they may offer a more 
flexible and salient approach that retailers can experiment with further.
<<Table IV>>
A total of 15 different formats of third place were detected within fashion stores, ranging 
from the most popular ‒ café/bar/restaurant, beauty/grooming, and barbers/hairdressers ‒ 
to the more novel, such as instore workshops. Notably, however, the biggest growth was 
seen in the active sports zone (one to five counts), e.g. Nike, Lulu Lemon, Sweaty Betty, 
and the personalization station (three to 10 counts), e.g. Jimmy Choo, Coach, Bally. Table 
IV depicts the variety of third places observed, further illustrated in Figures 3‒5, across 
market levels. 
<<Figures 3‒5>>
When asked to define third places and how they used them, “relaxation and community” 
resonated highly with consumers, which aligns with Oldenburg and Brissett’s (1982) 
traditional typology. They were seen as a place predominantly to “relax”, “restore”, “have 
personal time”, “space to read”, as a social space (“chat with friends” (, and as a treat (”to 
pamper myself”). 
A mix of public and private spaces were perceived as “their third places”, ranging from 
“cafes” to “a private space… a place where I can dream”. This partially conflicts with 
Oldenburg’s original conceptualization of a third place as based on a mutual gathering, to 
share in community, but resonates with Carù and Cova’s (2003) notion of more 
contemplative servicescapes. It indicates opportunities to develop meaningful lone 
experiences as well as social experiences. 
Once a definition of third places had been given to informants to ensure a baseline 
understanding of the phenomena within retail settings, consumers were asked to share their 
perspectives on their purpose. A total of 14 functions of third place were mentioned (Table 
V), categorized into four according to the main theoretical themes: a place for sociability 
(Bitner, 1992); a place to experience (Pine and Gilmore, 2011); a restorative place 
(Rosenbaum, 2006); and a commercial place (Mikunda, 2007). Table V depicts the 
supporting informant quotes from which the categories were derived. It is significant that 
all four depictions of experiential servicescapes deduced from the literature were evidenced 
in fashion third-place settings, offering new empirical support for their functional qualities.
<<Table V>> 
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Consumers’ impressions of fashion third places were diverse, ranging from “dull/empty” 
to “immersive/engaging,” highlighting the importance of selecting the right third place, 
congruent with the target market (Figure 6). Most consumers perceived a good fit between 
the fashion retailer and the third place; however, consumer interactions with the third 
places were dependent on the format offered. For example, many participants did not 
interact with the third place because they required pre-booking or they were “empty,” 
“uninspiring” places, discouraging interaction. This is at odds with the notion of third 
places enabling social serendipity (Oldenburg, 1999) and engendering experiential value 
(Mikunda, 2007; Pine and Gilmore, 2011). The remainder interacted mainly through the 
café, tech screens, or music lounge. Interestingly, whilst the majority of participants in 
2016 found the third places positively surprising rather than expected (“You don’t expect 
to find a spa within a clothing store” (Bluebird); “never seen a café and virtual reality 
concept in one store before” (TOMS)), the reverse was apparent in 2018, with an even split 
between expected and surprised, (“I was unaware of them before,” “didn’t expect a cycle 
shop to have events and a café,” “unusual,” “nothing new,” “other retailers have them too”). 
This highlights the challenge of continually reinventing third places to avoid the 
normalizing effect associated with consuming repetitive experiences (Crick, 2011) and the 
challenge posed from the growing adoption of third places by fashion retailers, which risks 
reducing them to customary in the consumers’ mind.
<<Figure 6>>
4.3 Third places’ contribution to customer experience
Pine and Gilmore’s (2011) experiential model to fashion third places suggests that the most 
common realm of experience utilized was esthetic and escapist in 2016 but that this shifted 
to entertainment and escapist in 2018 (Table VI). Interestingly, each provided passive and 
active participation, receiving sensory pleasure (e.g. cafés), fun (e.g. games zone), as well 
as being part of the instore experience (e.g. beauty/grooming). The SWC findings also 
suggest that consumers want to be increasingly involved in the experience rather than 
passive recipients of it, reinforcing industry reports (Bell, 2015; Gay, 2017; Szymanska et 
al., 2017). This supports, yet diverges with, Mikunda’s (2007) assertion that third places 
are environments where people can recharge their emotions, as it was found they are also 
places to socialize, immerse, and participate, and not just to spectate, thus aligning more 
with Oldenburg’s notion of third place (Oldenburg, 1999; Oldenburg and Brisset, 1982). 
Moreover, the importance of the social dimension in fashion third-place experiences is 
explicit, with most formats perceived by participants as having a social function and with 
a clear shift to incorporate more sociability between 2016 and 2018, aligning with Simmel 
(1949) and Johnstone (2012). This finding highlights opportunities to extend the 
experiential offer into more educational third-place expressions. The use of workshops, for 
example, was noticeably limited to a single store in 2016, yet offering a schedule of 
events/workshops on shared interests to attract like-minded consumers would be worth 
exploring. This would harness the sociability and participation aspects consumers appear 
to crave in the creation of experiential value. 
<<Table VI>>
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In terms of participants’ responses to third places, these varied from mostly pleasure and 
arousal to non-arousal and indifference in a few (Really relaxing,”, “comfortable,” 
“thoughtful brand,” “made me want to engage more with the brand,” “it’s convenient to 
have a café in-store but it doesn’t make me want to buy the retailer’s product,” “I wouldn’t 
have noticed it [third place] if you hadn’t have told me”). Third places were perceived to 
be of variable importance to participants. Most saw them as important, particularly in 
luxury retailers, a few as very important, and a minority as unimportant (“My main aim is 
to shop, not rest,” “usually I shop online, the idea of a spa in store would definitely 
encourage me to visit the store more often”). In 2016, seven (out of 22) participants made 
a purchase from the third place and this increased to 13 (out of 20) in 2018, reflecting the 
shift to more commercial forms of third place across market levels (café being the most 
popular). However, despite its growing ubiquity, most participants struggled to give 
examples of third-place good practices. Selfridges, Arket, and Burberry were amongst the 
most praised, all centered on the café/restaurant third-place format. The importance of the 
café is evidenced in the observations as the primary form of third place used by fashion 
retail settings, increasing over the review period from 11 (2016) to 21 (2018). This 
emphasizes the credence in social servicescapes generating positive emotional responses 
(Bitner, 1992) but also suggests an opportunity to make third places more explicit and to 
better utilize them as social-experiential spaces (Mikunda, 2007; Nobbs, 2014; Saunter, 
2015). 
4.4 Fashion third-place meaning for consumers
The most liked elements of third places were the ambience, the comfort, and the welcome 
(“best of both worlds”). Conversely, the most disliked facets were that they were 
“uninspiring,” “boring,” “unstaffed,” “too small,” with “no real impact,” inferring they 
exist to create spurious rather than actual experiences (Figures 7 and 8). Of the 93 third 
places observed collectively (over two years), just less than half were unstaffed. This 
conflicts with Oldenburg’s (1999), Rosenbaum’s (2006), and Johnstone’s (2012) assertions 
of third places being relational, which helps stimulate place‒meaning associations. It also 
allows retailers to respond to consumers’ suggestions for third-place improvements, 
recognized in “better servicing” of third places, balancing private versus public third 
places, and offering “gender-specific” third places. This is underpinned from observing 
either empty third spaces or those with very few customers. This raises issues concerning 
inefficient third-place utilization and challenges regarding the generation of experiential 
and economic value (Nobbs, 2014).  
<<Figures 7‒8>>
Regarding the meaning ascribed to, and potential loyalty impact arising from, third places, 
most respondents’ interactions with third places did not translate to patronage or purchase 
behavior. In terms of Rosenbaum’s (2006) relational third-place schema, “place as 
practical” was realized in over half of respondents. Cognitive (shallow) loyalty was 
inferred (“have no real impact,” “I found it boring,” “wouldn’t make me visit again,” “it’s 
convenient to have a café but that’s about it,” “I couldn’t relate to it,” “it’s pointless”), e.g. 
Hunter, Ben Sherman. “Place as gathering” was seen in less than half of respondents. 
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Community loyalty was inferred (“it made me want to stay longer,” “I felt relaxed and 
happy,” “it was engaging,” “it was good to hang out with friends,” “fun,” “interactive”), 
e.g. Hackett, Burberry, Oasis, Nike. “Place as home” was observable in three informants, 
inferring that ultimate loyalty within fashion-retail settings is almost negligible (“I felt at 
home there,” “I like to just go and hang out there all day”), e.g. Rapha, TOMS. Further 
research is needed to test the relationship between place meaning and loyalty to extend 
Rosenbaum’s (2006) theory within a fashion context. What is clear from the results is that 
third places within fashion-retail settings must go beyond merely stimulating and make a 
deeper connection with consumers to engender authentic, rather than specious, loyalty 
(Crick, 2011). 
4.5 Opportunities offered by third places to fashion retailers
An aim of this paper was to extend the third-place paradigm (Crick, 2011; Oldenburg, 
1999; Rosenbaum, 2006, 2009) into the fashion-retail domain by supporting the 
perspective that third places offer opportunities to fashion retailers to facilitate customer-
experience enhancement. This has been demonstrated through the findings; in a 
multichannel retail environment, third places have been shown to be an increasingly 
important differentiator in fashion servicescapes as a creator of experiential and social 
value (Crick, 2011; Nobbs, 2014; Saunter, 2015). 
From a consumer perspective, social, experiential, restorative, and commercial dimensions 
of third places were evidenced although responses regarding place meaning proved 
variable (Johnstone, 2006; Rosenbaum, 2006). A firm platform exists on which to develop 
more experimental forms of third place, specifically spectacular, virtual, hybrid (Crick, 
2011; Mikunda, 2007) and educational (Pine and Gilmore, 2011), that engage and connect 
with consumers on a deeper level. By offering more participatory third places, it is likely 
that this will heighten immersion and involvement and encourage co-created servicescapes 
(Johnstone, 2012; Pine and Gilmore, 2011; Sherry, 1998). This in turn may support the 
translation of third places into patronage and purchase behavior (Johnstone et al., 2006), 
which was not fully apparent from this study. 
Mid- and luxury markets were the most active in third-place utilization, yet with only 30 
(out of 98) fashion retail stores featuring a third place, there is an opportunity to further 
leverage them, as long as they are congruent with the brand and target market. This also 
shows that more consideration could be given by retailers to place rather than space, within 
the context of Sherry’s (1998) delineation that place is the aura we assign to space and how 
we consume space demands attention. SWC findings implied that customer service 
elevates the third-place experience, so greater focus on the “human” connection within 
these spaces should be considered. The hybrid third place –combining forms – offers the 
chance to meet consumers’ blended private and public third-place needs and should be 
further explored by retailers (Crick, 2011). Analogue rather than digital third places were 
most prevalent, echoing the notion of quiet experiences (Carù and Cova, 2003) and 
restorative servicescapes (Rosenbaum, 2009) ‒ places to connect, socialize, build 
community, and restore ‒ should be further considered. 
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Whilst the benefits of third places are acknowledged, the associated challenges are also 
expounded through the study. These include costs, risks, and the need for continual 
reinvention to avoid them becoming customary to consumers. A compelling third-place 
business case is therefore necessary, which the proposed third-place-dimensions model 
facilities (Figure 9). In terms of third-place features, five possible consumer tensions were 
revealed: consumer desire for private yet public spaces; social yet intimate; contemplative 
yet conversational; to spectate yet interact; and passive yet active experiences. Retailers 
are advised to consider which features are most desired by their customers, alongside the 
functional categories of sociability, experiential, restorative, or commercial to inform the 
selection of the most appropriate third-place format. The third-place-dimensions model 
therefore acts as a strategic framework for retailers when creating and delivering a third-
place strategy.
<<Figure 9>>
5. Implications, limitations, and future directions
This paper makes a valuable contribution to the dearth of extant literature on third place, 
with its specificity within the fashion field. The three objectives and five research questions 
have been fully explored through the secondary and primary research. The findings shed 
light on the prevalence of third places within fashion-retail settings and offer new insight 
on their forms, functions, and features, conceived in the third-place-dimensions model. 
Drawing on theories of third place, servicescape, and experimental marketing, the research 
offers new understanding on how the retail environment contributes to customer experience 
within a fashion context. The study affirms the sociologist view of the credence given to 
sociability and restoration within third-place servicescapes (Bitner, 1982; Johnstone, 2012; 
Johnstone et al., 2006; Rosenbaum, 2006; Sherry, 1998; Simmel, 1949), yet extends these 
qualities to offer two additional categories of third-place function – experiential and 
commercial – thus affirming marketing theorists’ perspectives (Manlow and Nobbs, 2016; 
Mikunda, 2007, Pine and Gilmore, 2011). In so doing, this research merges differing 
theoretical perspectives. The study highlights the possible tensions inherent in activating 
third places due to the variability in third-place preferences and the associated challenges 
of generating customer satisfaction. If retailer capabilities do not extend to the new service 
proposition, the merits of collaborating on a third-place venture could be explored. Whilst 
we see examples of such practices (e.g. Jigsaw and Fernandez and Wells café) there is a 
lack of scholarly research on third-place collaborations; this could be worthy of further 
research. The study elucidates the significance of third places within fashion servicescapes, 
offering new insight on their variable impact on place meaning and consumer loyalty. 
Finally, the study explicates the opportunities that third places offer to fashion retailers to 
facilitate and enhance customer experience.
5.1 Managerial implications
This is a preliminary study in order to help managers to understand how consumers 
perceive and experience the fashion third place and the potential of the third-place to 
enhance consumer engagement, due to the descriptive exploratory approach taken. The 
findings inform and contribute to a framework for fashion retailers to support the planning 
of third places within their physical retail environments. The following aspects appear to 
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be those most important for retail managers to consider in relation to experiential third-
place servicescapes:
 congruence of third place to brand and target market;
 applicability of third place forms, features, and functions to improve customer 
experience;
 improving customer patronage through community (social) engagement;
 redesigning servicescape (specifically third place) to deliver meaningful customer 
experiences; and
 potential in collaborative third places’
5.2 Limitations
There are several issues that need to be recognized when interpreting the results of the 
study. The findings are restricted to fashion retailers within London, UK and the consumer 
sample comprises predominantly students; thus, they are limited in transferability to other 
settings and consumer segments. The narrow geographical focus, relatively small sample 
size, and qualitative orientation should therefore be taken into consideration when drawing 
conclusions. However, the purpose was not to generalize research findings but to provide 
a descriptive and exploratory overview of the phenomenon to be further researched and 
developed. The study does not include manager’s perspective on prevalence, forms and 
function or on whether they have previously used third-place experiences within their 
marketing strategies. Hence, further research incorporating a managerial perspective may 
complement this study. Whilst limited empirical insight is in keeping with the exploratory 
approach, there is scope to extend the study to quantitatively verify consumer responses to 
experiential third places, specifically their impact on place meaning and loyalty, which was 
inconclusive in this study. The gender bias towards female participants is also 
acknowledged, although not deemed to be a significant issue in this exploratory study; 
further studies might include gender comparison and the implications for gendered (and 
gender-neutral) retail environments. 
5.4 Future directions
This nascent field offers many avenues for future research, especially within the fashion 
field, where retail practices precede scholarly insight. The impact of third places on place 
meaning and loyalty was only one aspect of this study and the results were variable. It 
would be interesting, therefore, to explore fashion third places specifically within the realm 
of place attachment (Brocato et al., 2015; Inalhan and Finch, 2004; Johnstone and Conroy, 
2008) to assess the association between individuals and the retail-environment setting and 
the reactions that “place” stimulates for consumers. Moreover, Rosenbaum (2009), 
Rosenbaum and Smallwood (2013), and Rosenbaum et al. (2016) have highlighted the 
significance of restorative servicescapes and their impact upon directed attention. It would 
be interesting to extend this research to the fashion context and specifically sports-fashion 
retail environments where consumer well-being and restoration are increasingly being 
recognized as important (Saunter, 2015). 
This study chose to take a broad perspective to third-place adoption, given the dearth of 
studies within the fashion context. However, it would be interesting to interrogate third 
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places within a particular sector, taking a case-study approach to deepen our understanding 
of the phenomenon within a real-life setting. The impact of consumers’ age and gender on 
third-place experiences and specifically an interrogation of market-level differences could 
be considered, especially given that participants highlighted gender-specific third places as 
one area for third-place improvement. As this study was restricted to London, variance 
between international fashion cities and differing cultural perspectives on the forms, 
functions, and operations of fashion third places would be worthwhile. Moreover, given 
that digital is disrupting traditional notions of third place, further research into specific 
virtual or hybrid third places would be useful in a national and/or international context. It 
would also be useful to understand retailers’ motivations for adopting third places; an 
industry perspective would add further insight to this burgeoning field. Finally, given 
growing third-place adoption and variety of formats, not all retailers may have the core 
capabilities to extend to these new services. Therefore, there is merit in researching the 
growing practice of alliance formation with other commercial third places and/or 
businesses to operationalize third places (Crick, 2011). 
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Table I. Fashion practices of experiential third places.
Retailer Fashion third places Third place typology (Crick, 2011)
Experience typology 
(Pine and Gilmore, 
2011)
Patagonia, NY Cafe, yoga sessions, 
community work space, 
mending lessons
Traditional, commercial, 
spectacular
Educational, esthetic, 
escapist
Nike Town, NY, London Sports club/s, personal run 
analysis, museum (town 
square)
Commercial, spectacular Entertainment, 
escapist, educational, 
esthetic
Alfred Dunhill, London Screening room, barbers / 
male grooming, cafe
Traditional, commercial, 
spectacular
Entertainment, 
escapist, esthetic
Rapha Cycle Club Cafe, community hub Traditional, commercial Esthetic, escapist
Thomas’s (Burberry), 
London
Restaurant / cafe Traditional, commercial Esthetic
Ralph’s (Ralph Lauren) & 
Polo Bar, NY
Cafe and restaurant Traditional, commercial Esthetic
Sweaty Betty, London Yoga / sports club Traditional, commercial Escapist, 
entertainment
Space Ninety 8 (Urban 
Outfitters), NY
Restaurant, 2 bars, gallery Traditional, commercial Esthetic, escapist, 
entertainment
Merci, Paris Cafe, restaurant, bookstore Traditional, commercial, 
spectacular
Esthetic, escapist
10 Corso Como, Milan Restaurant, gallery, 
bookstore
Traditional, commercial, 
spectacular
Esthetic, escapist
Source: Authors, compiled from trade sources.
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Table II. Retail and consumer sample.
2016 2018
Phase 1: Observation
Retailers – mass 22 22
Retailers – mid 37 34
Retailers – luxury 39 39
Total # retailers 98 95
Phase 2: SWC
No. of customers 42
Note: Difference in number of stores is due to store closures and/or being closed for 
refurbishment.
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Table III. Prevalence of fashion third places 2016‒2018.
Market level Mass Mid Luxury Total
No. of third places 2016 11 21 8 40
No. of stores with third places 2016 5 (22) 13 (37) 5 (39) 23 (98)
No. of third places within one store 2016 1 to 5 1 to 3 1 to 2 1 to 5
No. of third places 2018 12 19 22 53
No. of stores with third places 2018 6 (22) 12 (34) 12 (39) 30 (95)
No. of third places within one store 2018 1 to 5 1 to 2 1 to 3 1 to 5
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Table IV. Frequency of fashion third-place forms.
2016 2018
Third place Mass Mid Luxury Total Mass Mid Luxury Total
Café/bar/restaurant 4 5 2 11 4 8 9 21
Barbers/hairdressers 2 2 0 4 2 2 1 5
Beauty/grooming 2 2 1 5 2 1 2 5
Tech lounge 0 3 2 5 0 0 0 0
Reading lounge/library 0 1 2 3 0 1 1 2
Gallery/exhibition 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 2
Music lounge 0 1 1 2 0 0 1 1
Workshop 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0
Repair station 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0
Photobooth 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
Outdoor relaxation 
zone 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0
Active sports zone 0 1 0 1 1 4 0 5
Games/entertainment 
zone 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1
Craftmanship bar 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1
Personalization station 2 1 0 3 3 2 5 10
Total 11 21 8 40 12 19 22 53
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Table V. Fashion third-place functions from a consumer perspective.
Theoretical category Third place function Informant quotes
Interactive place
Non-transactional
Sociability (Bitner, 
1982)
Place to meet friends
“fun to hang out,” “relax with friends,” “a place to 
eat/have a drink,” “community building”
Adds value / services
Different experience 
offered
Brand connection
Experiential (Pine and 
Gilmore, 2011)
Immersive space
“different to online experience,” “gives feeling of 
luxury,” “I like it personalized to me,” “engages 
me,” “brand gets me,” “fun,” “amusing”
Place to relax/restore
Separate space to store
Restorative 
(Rosenbaum, 2009)
Place to forget daily 
routine
“to chill-out,” “to rest,” “refreshing,” “to do yoga 
and have fresh smoothie in store is great,” “quiet, 
peaceful spaces”
Convenience
Complimentary 
services
Spend more money
Commercial (Mikunda, 
2007)
Increase dwell-time
“spend more money,” “spend more time,” “give me 
a reason to visit the store,” “convenient to have café 
in same place as shop,” “increase social media 
presence”
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Table VI. Observation results of fashion third-places practices according to Crick (2011) 
and Pine and Gilmore (2011) typologies
2016 2018
Retailer Third place Third-place typology
Experience 
typology
Third-place 
typology
Experience 
typology
Traditional 
(4)
Entertainment 
(1)
Traditional 
(5)
Entertainment 
(3)
Commercial 
(6) Esthetic (5)
Commercial 
(6) Esthetic (0)
Spectacular 
(0)
Educational 
(0)
Spectacular 
(0)
Educational 
(1)
Virtual (0) Escapist (3) Virtual (0) Escapist (5)
Mass Café/bar/ restaurant, 
barbers/ hairdressers, 
beauty/grooming, 
photobooth, 
personalization 
station
Hybrid (0)  Hybrid (0)  
Traditional 
(9)
Entertainment 
(8)
Traditional 
(8)
Entertainment 
(10)
Commercial 
(7) Esthetic (12)
Commercial 
(10) Esthetic (0)
Spectacular 
(1)
Educational 
(2)
Spectacular 
(1)
Educational 
(5)
Virtual (3) Escapist (8) Virtual (2) Escapist (9)
Mid Café/bar/restaurant, 
barbers/hairdressers, 
beauty/grooming, 
tech lounge, reading 
lounge, music lounge, 
workshop, repair 
station, outdoor 
relaxation zone, 
games/entertainment 
zone, personalization 
station
Hybrid (3)  Hybrid (2)  
Traditional 
(2)
Entertainment 
(4)
Traditional 
(9)
Entertainment 
(11)
Commercial 
(5) Esthetic (2)
Commercial 
(15) Esthetic (4)
Spectacular 
(0)
Educational 
(0)
Spectacular 
(3)
Educational 
(1)
Virtual (1) Escapist (4) Virtual (0) Escapist (5)
Luxury Café/bar/restaurant, 
barbers/hairdressers, 
beauty/grooming, 
tech lounge, reading 
lounge, 
games/entertainment 
zone, craftmanship 
bar, personalization 
station Hybrid (1)  Hybrid (0)  
Traditional 
(14)
Entertainment 
(13)
Traditional 
(22)
Entertainment 
(24)
Commercial 
(18) Esthetic (19)
Commercial 
(31) Esthetic (4)
Spectacular 
(1)
Educational 
(2)
Spectacular 
(4)
Educational 
(7)
Virtual (4) Escapist (15) Virtual (2) Escapist (19)
Overall 15 different formats 
of third place in retail 
settings
Hybrid (4)  Hybrid (2)  
Note: Typologies are not mutually exclusive.
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Figure￿1:￿Third￿Place￿form￿&￿function￿dimensions￿model￿(authors￿own)
•Socialization
•Flow
•Conversation￿/￿
communication
•Accessible
•Inclusive
•Regulars
•Landmarks
•Designed￿for￿
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•Increase￿dwell
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•Accessible
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•Hybrid
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Figure￿2:￿Pine￿and￿Gilmore’s￿Realms￿of￿Experience￿Model￿(2011)
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Figure￿3:￿Third￿place,￿mass￿market,￿
Topman’s￿barbers,￿London
Figure￿4:￿Third￿place,￿mid-market,￿Jigsaw’s￿
cafe,￿London
Figure￿5:￿Third￿place,￿luxury￿market,￿
Tommy￿Hilfiger’s￿interactive￿café,￿London
N.B.￿pictures￿uploaded￿as￿separate￿jpeg￿files
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Figure￿6:￿consumer￿‘impressions’￿of￿third￿places￿word-cloud
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Figure￿7:￿third￿place￿‘likes’￿word-cloud Figure￿8:￿third￿place￿‘dislikes’￿word-cloud
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Figure￿9:￿Third￿place￿dimensions￿model￿
Forms￿(5):
￿traditional,￿
commercial,￿
spectacular,￿virtual,￿
hybrid
Functions￿(14):￿
Sociability:￿interactive,￿
non-transactional,￿meet￿
friends.￿Experiential:￿add￿
value/services,￿offer￿
different￿experience,￿
brand￿connection,￿
immersion.￿Restorative:￿
relax/restore,￿separate￿
space,￿forget￿routine.￿
Commercial:￿
convenience,￿services,￿
spend￿more,￿increase￿
dwell
Third￿place￿
dimensions
Features￿(5):￿
private￿.v.￿public￿place;￿
intimate￿.v.￿social;￿
contemplative￿.v.￿
conversational;￿
spectate￿.v.￿interact;￿
passive￿
(entertainment,￿
esthetic)￿.v.￿active￿
(escapist,￿education)￿
experience￿
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Appendix 1: fashion retailer sample database
Mass (including value) Mid/Premium
Retailer Location Retailer Location
Oasis Tottenham Court Road Jigsaw Duke Street
Topshop Oxford Street Whistles South Moulton Street
Warehouse Oxford Street Hobbs Regent Street
River Island Oxford Street Reiss Barratt Street
New Look Oxford Street J Crew Regent Street
Mango Regent Street Arket Regent Street
Zara Oxford Street Levi's Regent Street
Primark Oxford Street COS Regent Street
M&S Oxford Street & Other Stories Regent Street
Gap Regent Street French Connection Oxford Street
H&M Oxford Street Rapha cycle club Soho
Uniqlo Oxford Street Ted Baker & Moore Shoreditch
Bershka Oxford Street Niketown Oxford Street
Footlocker Oxford Street Adidas Oxford Street
Forever 21 Oxford Street Anthropologie Regent Street
Massimo Dutti Oxford Street Urban Outfitters Oxford Street
Miss Selfridge Oxford Street TOMS Fouberts Place, Carnaby
Monsoon Oxford Street Nudie Jeans Shoreditch
Next Oxford Street Lululemon Regent Street
Pull & Bear Oxford Street Superdry Regent Street
Topman Oxford Street Asics Regent Street
JD Sports Oxford Street Diesel Covent Garden
Total: 22 Hackett Regent Street
Karen Millen Covent Garden
APC Soho
Abercrombie & Fitch Saville Row
Melissa Galeria Covent Garden
Folk Soho
Acne Studios Duke Street
Wolf & Badger Duke Street
All Saints Regent Street
Barbour Regent Street
Calvin Klein Regent Street
Desigual Regent Street
Total: 34
*Jac & Jack (closed 2018) Soho
*Ben Sherman (closed 2018) Covent Garden
*Alex Eagle (closed 2018) Walton St., Chelsea
Total stores 98
*3 stores closed down or closed for re-fit, reducing the number to 95
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Appendix 1: fashion retailer sample database
Luxury (including affordable luxury)
Retailer Location
Burberry Regent Street
Dover St. Market Haymarket
Alfred Dunhill Mayfair
Hunter Regent Street
Alexander Wang Albemarle St., Mayfair
Balmain South Audley St., Mayfair
Belstaff Lamb St., Shoreditch
D Squared Conduit Street
Hermes New Bond Street
Kenzo Bruton St., Mayfair
Max Mara Old Bond Street
Michael Kors Bond Street
Coach New Bond Street
Bally New Bond Street
Issey Miyake Brook St., Mayfair
Jimmy Choo New Bond Street
Aquascutum Brompton Road
Joseph Brompton Road
Chanel New Bond Street
Hardy Aimes Saville Row
LNCC Dalston
Bluebird (relocating) Kings Road
Alexander McQueen Dover Street
Paul Smith Covent Garden
Saint Laurent Dover Street
Christian Dior Conduit Street
DKNY Old Bond Street
Emporio Armani New Bond Street
Gucci Old Bond Street
Louis Vuitton New Bond Street
Mulberry New Bond Street
Ralph Lauren New Bond Street
Prada Old Bond Street
Stella McCartney Bruton St., Mayfair
Matches Marylebone High Street
Hugo Boss Regent Street
Tommy Hilifiger Regent Street
Kate Spade Regent Street
Longchamp Regent Street
Total: 39
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Letter to editor
ID: JSM-04-2018-0116.R2
Dear Editor,
Please find my third revised manuscript entitled “"Commercial, social and experiential 
convergence: Fashion’s third places". I would like to thank you and the reviewers for the 
constructive feedback, which has helped me to improve my paper. 
I responded in full to Reviewer 2’s minor revisions related to research methods, results, 
implications and limitations sections as evidenced below. 
I very much hope that my revisions address the issues raised and that you are able to make 
the final decision.
With very best wishes, 
Yours sincerely
Reviewer: 2
My responses to the comments are shown in italics and highlighted in green. 
Methodology:  
Section 3.1. Line 34-35. I suggest to change the wording of the sentence to:
“To observe the third-place practices among fashion retailers, Author selected retailer 
sample without prior assumption that these retailers have already had third-places 
established within their stores.”
Thank you, this has been changed.
Section 3.2 Line 23: provide the year of the reference cited (Saldana ([Year]).
Saldana is not cited in section 3.2 line 23 but in section 3.2 lines 6-15. I have double checked 
and all citations containing Saldana in this section state the reference year i.e. Saldana, 
2016.
Section 3.2. Line 26-29
This sentence needs clarification:
“This was followed by participant observation of the retail environments, which sought to 
gain informant insight on third-place forms and function and their impressions and 
interactions with them (RQ2).” Who observed and identified the third-place forms? Authors 
or informants/consumers? 
Third place forms were observed by both researcher and informants. That is why RQ2 is 
addressed in section 3.1 line 44 and in section 3.2 line 29. In doing so, it attempts to support 
inter-observation reliability (Mitchell, S. K. (1979). Interobserver agreement, reliability, and 
generalizability of data collected in observational studies. Psychological Bulletin, 86(2), 376-
390). However, I agree that the consumer perspective is more suited to the qualitative 
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design nature of the study and therefore I have revised RQ2 in line with your suggestion to: 
“How do consumers perceive the different forms and functions of fashion third places?” 
Results:  
Section 4.1. Line 24-29:
In referring ‘fashion store’, does one fashion store represents one retailer brand? Yes, that is 
correct. I have added the word “brand” to clarify, stating: “A total of 23 (out of 98) in 2016 
and 30 (out of 95) in 2018 fashion brand stores were observed as possessing a third place, 
showing an adoption increase of 30.4% over the period”.
Section 4.1. Line 25-26:
the Author should explain which theoretical frame is used to observe and identify stores 
that possess third-place because Table III only describes the numbers of these third-places. I 
understand that this is explained further in the following sub-sections by the Author, but a 
prior explanation is needed to avoid confusion of readers. 
Thank you. I have explained this by adding, “According to Crick’s (2011) third-place 
taxonomy framework….”
Table VI. Page 31.
I suggest changing the title to:
“Observation results of fashion third-places practices according to Crick (2011) and Pine and 
Gilmore (2011) typologies”. 
Thank you, I have changed this in line with your suggestion.
Appendix 1: 
Explain Appendix 1 within the body of text as currently, it is not there. And would you clarify 
why the “total store” is 98, whereas in the table it says: 22+34+39=95?
Section 3 line 5 refers the reader to the appendix for the full retailer list. The construction of 
the retailer list is explained in the preceding lines 43-60 and then 1-5 of section 3. The 
bottom of the appendix table states that 3 stores closed down or closed for refit over the 
observation period, thus reducing the count to 95.
Implications for research, practice and/or society:  
The Author should stress that this is a preliminary study in order to help managers to 
understand how consumers perceive and experience the fashion third place and the 
potential of the third-place to enhance consumer engagement due to the descriptive 
exploratory approach of this study.
Thank you, I have added to the implications section: “This is a preliminary study in order to 
help managers to understand how consumers perceive and experience the fashion third 
place and the potential of the third-place to enhance consumer engagement, due to the 
descriptive exploratory approach taken”. I have also amended the wording that follows to fit 
with this approach (e.g. removing the word “strategic” and “implementation” and added” to 
support”).
Hence Abstract should also have a modification in the Practical Implications as the study 
basically cannot yet serve as strategic planning guides by the managers. 
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Thank you, the abstract has been amended to state: “The preliminary study serves to 
support managers to understand how consumers perceive and experience the fashion third 
place and the potential of the third-place to enhance consumer engagement”.
Limitation:
I do think that it is necessary for the Author to emphasize that this research does not 
include managers’ perspective on prevalence, forms, and function, or whether they have 
previously incorporated the third-place experience into their marketing strategies. Hence, 
future research incorporating managerial perspective may complement this study.
Thank you, the limitations section has been revised by adding: “The study does not include 
manager’s perspective on prevalence, forms and function or on whether they have 
previously used third-place experiences within their marketing strategies. Hence, further 
research incorporating a managerial perspective may complement this study”.
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